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lntroduetion
This report is a record of the Street Trees Meeting on 5.3.08, and contains all
the wall writing produced by the facilitators and the participants including
those made on post-it notes and written directly onto flip charts.
The meeting was convened by Bristol City Council, who invited representation
from a number of organisations with an interest in street trees, though it was
not the intention at this stage to try and include all possible stakeholders. The
idea was to start the ball rolling with a few key organisations and to ask the
participants to contribute their own thoughts about this for future meetings see Session Two on Terms of Reference for more about this. A participants
list can be found at the end of the report. Other organisational representatives
were invited who could not make the meeting.
The report does not summarise, or draw conclusions; it is simply a record of
the process and of what emerged.
Explanatory text about the process is at the start of each section in plain text
Arial font (like this), and anything which is transcribed from the wall writing or
the post-its written by the participants Ls wrlttew LLVzethLs {e.rad,Le1 t+awd trc

&^t)'

Flip chart health check!
Meeting flipchart notes can be a vital record of a meeting and a great aid
memoir for those who were present. Photographs of the flipcharts are
included at the end of this report.
They can be most helpful to those who were not present if they have some
proper interpretation and explanation by someone who was.
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Getting Started

- welcome,

objectives, agenda

At the beginning of the meeting the participants were welcomed by Richard
Mond Head of Parks Estates and Sports at Bristol City Council. Agendas and
objectives had been circulated prior to the meeting, and participants were
reminded of these. Cathy Williams then outlined the role of an independent
facilitator, and some guidelines for making the meeting run smoothly (ground
rules) were agreed by all.
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the vweetLwg

Session One
Participants were given a briefing with prompts to thinking about the kinds of
issues and barriers that exist to the planting and good management of trees in
the city's streets. They were also encouraged to jot down what sorts of
solutions might be found as the discussion proceeded. The facilitator invited
the group to think about the balance of time they wanted to spend on talking
about issues and solutions, and put fonrard the option that anything not
covered now could go on to form part of the programme for the Forum.
Each participant took a few post its for their ideas, and after a short
introduction to the session, these were put up on the wall and people were
invited to tell the group about the issue they had raised. The issues were
clustered into some broad groupings / themes and headings agreed by the
group. These are listed bellow. A bullet point signifies a point made on a postit note.
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Suggestions for solutions were generated as the discussions on issues and
barriers developed, and these were captured on post-its as the meeting
proceeded.

Solutions and Suggestions
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Session Two:
How might a Street Tree Forum Work?
ln this session the participants worked around tables in groups of 4 or 5.
There was a mixture of people from different organisations and at least one
person with technical knowledge on each table. Each of the four tables was
given a draft set of Terms of Reference and asked to agree, change, amend,
add and remove text as they thought appropriate. There were four main
headings within the draft Terms of Reference;
Purpose, Membership, Operation and Communications. See Appendix 2 for
the draft ToR
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Each section of the draft contained questions to prompt thinking, debate and
the generation of suggestions. At the end of the draft participants were asked
to answer the question "Do you want to be a member of this group?"
At the end of the session the group agreed that further work would be needed
and that the Natural Environment Co-ordinator from Bristol City Council would
take the amended four drafts (one from each table) and condense them into a
second draft to be circulated to the group. This will be done separately to this
report.
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Way Forward

Action List
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Evaluation of the meeting
Finally the participants were asked huo questions and given a sticky dot to put
on scales to help evaluate the meeting.

The results were then discussed to see what would help people to participate
more fully and feel even more confident about the usefulness of the group.
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One member had indicated prior to the workshop that they only wished to
input at the first meeting as they had a specific point to make.
Another said it would be easier to participate if the meeting was on a different
night. A third said they had purposely participated less than they might have
normally wished to in the interests of letting other people have a say.

Participants
Name
Dave Mikkelson

Organisation
Bristol City Council (lnsurance)

Richard Ennion

BCC ( Parks)

Josie Sadler

BCC (Parks)

Russell Horsey

BCC (Parks)

Glyn Duggan

Civic Society

Richard Bland

Bristol Naturalists Society

Hugh Holden

Civic Society & Bristol Parks Forum

Vassili

Papastavrou

Bristol Street Trees

Pete Bullard

St. Paul's Unlimited Community Partnership

Ben Barker

Bedminster Partnership

Jim Fry

Forest of Avon

Michelle Lavelle

Landscape lnstitute

Vicky Welchman

BCC (Urban Design)

Colin Knight

BCC (Transport Ops)

Steve Hardiman

BCC Landscape Design

Raehel Coxcoon

Redland & Cotham Amenity Society

Richard Mond

BCC (Parks Estates & Sports)

Gary Hopkins

Cllr (attended introduction)

Facilitation Team
Cathy Williams
Hannah

Sheppard

Lead Facilitator
Recorder (until 8.00pm)
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Photo record
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DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE

(proposed by Cathy Williams Indras Net, for discussion by the

group)

1.
1.1

L.2

Purpose:
To encourage better management and more planting (including
replacement and new planting) of street trees in Bristol through joint
working of all interested groups and organisations,
For members to represent the interests of groups rather than attend
as individuals. Therefore members are expected to discuss the
issues with others and bring their views to the meetings.
To inform and involve people across all sectors so that there is
greater awareness about street tree management including the
resources available / necessary for their effective management.

1.3

Do the above bullet points capture your idea of how the purpose of
this group should be expressed? If not, then what changes do you

2.

Membership:

2.1 To represent a cross section of views. Similar groups have

.
.
.
.
.

included
local amenity and community groups
businesses within the city
councillors & officers of the City Council
Wildlife Trust & other environmental groups
Professional bodies such as the Landscape Institute

Laok at the list of fhose invited here tonight,,,
missing?

2.2

Is

there a graup

Size of the group?

We recommend that numbers are limited to around 2O so that a
good cross section of views are represented but you can have a
good level of active discussion, This will probably not be the only
forum for
tfie r'ssges,

2.3 Continuity of membership?
What's more important: that new members can join or that we
keep the membership consistent and therefore closed after an
agreed date?
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DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE

(proposed by Cathy Williams

3.

- Indras Net, for discussion by the
graup)

Operationr

3.1 The meetings will be organised and run by Bristol City Council

3.2
3.3

Parks

staff with assistance from their Community Development Officer They
will suggest an agenda based on an understanding of what the group
has requested and what is feasible to cover in the agreed time.
Duration and frequency of meetings? BCC needs to look at what
resources are available in house to manage the meetings but
currently envisage meeting every 2 or 3 months at a city centre
venue at this time.
Ground rules for behaviour at the meetings will be agreed by the
group.

What do you think? Are these OK to proceed with for now?
4.

Communications:

4.1 Reports of the meetings
The content of the full meeting report will be transcribed by notes
made in full view of the group on flip charts. Comments will not be
attributed to individuals or organisations without clear agreement. If
additional information is requested to be included with the report by
the group it is included as an appendix or clearly differentiated within
the report as being added afterwards & not at the meeting.
Summaries and press releases will not form paft of this reporting.

Reports from each meeting could be made available to
interested parties and/or placed on a web site for the
general public to read. What do you think?

4.2 Informal communication
Members are expected to discuss the issues raised at the meetings
with others and bring their views to the meetings. This is part of their
ntatives of other
in the commun

FINALLY: Do you want to be a member of this group?
Cathy Williams (lndras Net) pathv@indras-net.co.uk Tel; +44 {AYl7 9246344
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